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Low-temperature properties and magnetic ordering in Ce2T2In „T5Cu,Au,Pt…

S. Mock, A. Faisst, and H. v. Lo¨hneysen
Physikalisches Institut, Universita¨t Karlsruhe, D-76128 Karlsruhe, Germany

~Received 20 December 1996!

Measurements of the electrical resistivity, magnetization, susceptibility, and specific heat of Ce2T2In (T
5Cu,Au,Pt! at low temperatures are reported. ForT5Cu and Au, antiferromagnetic order is seen below
TN54.5 and 3.6 K, respectively. ForT5Pt, spin-glass freezing is observed below;0.5 K. There is no
indication of coexistence of magnetic order with heavy-fermion behavior.@S0163-1829~97!05825-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The tetragonal CeCu2Si2 compound was the first heavy
fermion superconductor to be discovered.1 Since then a large
effort has been devoted to investigate the isostructural ho
logues CeT2X2 whereT is a transition metal or noble ele
ment andX is a polyvalent metal.2 Compared to these 12
compounds, relatively little is known about 221 compoun
Recently, the synthesis of Ce2T2X compounds was
reported.3 We have synthesized Ce2Au2In and its Ce2T2In
homologues (T5Cu,Pt! and investigated their low
temperature properties. While this work was in progre
studies with similar aim appeared.4,5

II. EXPERIMENT

The polycrystalline Ce2T2In samples were prepared b
arc melting the constituent elements~purity: Ce 3N1, Cu
5N, Au 4N, Pt 4N, In 5N) under high-purity Ar atmospher
in a water-cooled copper hearth. In order to improve hom
geneity, the samples were remelted several times and su
quently annealed at 700 °C for 7 days except the Pt c
pound which showed a partial transformation to anot
structural phase upon annealing. The total mass loss
these procedures was always less than 0.1%. X-ray pow
diffraction applying CuKa1 radiation revealed a single
phase tetragonal structure with lattice parametersa5
8.047 Å andc53.934 Å forT 5 Au ~Fig. 1!. An intensity
analysis of the diffraction pattern determined the structure
be of the Mo2FeB2 type, space group P4/mbm, with In o
2a, Au on 4g and Ce on 4k sites~Fig. 1!. The rather large
width of ;0.5° ~FWHM! suggests a rather small crystalli
size~diameter&103 Å!. The compounds withT5Cu and Pt
crystallize isostructurally, witha57.728 Å, c53.921 Å for
T5Cu, anda57.803 Å, c53.880 Å for T5Pt. All these
data are in very good agreement with previous structure
terminations.

The electrical resistivity was measured on rectangu
bars spark-cut from the polycrystal. Electrical contacts
current and voltage leads were made with gold paint. T
magnetization was measured with a moving-sam
magnetometer6 and in a low-field SQUID magnetomete
The specific heat was measured with the standard semia
batic heat-pulse method in magnetic fields up to 6 T.
560163-1829/97/56~1!/335~5!/$10.00
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ce2Au 2In

Figure 2 shows the electrical resistivityr(T) measured at
temperaturesT between 300 K down to 30 mK. The dat
below 10 K are shown in the inset. The resistivity ratio
;10 signals a rather good sample quality compared to
earlier studies4,5 although the residual resistivity of 29
mV cm is still rather high. The most prominent features
r(T) are ~i! a pronounced shoulder slightly above 100
which we tentatively attribute to scattering from crystal-fie
excitations and~ii ! a sharp kink at 3.5 K. The data betwee
30 mK and 3.5 K can be described asr(T)5r01ATm with
r0529mV cm, A50.64mV cm / Km, andm53. In a mag-
netic fieldB57 T, the same functionalT dependence ofr is
found, with differentA50.24mV cm / Km. r0 increases up
to 35mV cm which we interpret as the ordinary positiv
magnetoresistance~Kohler’s rule!. From the very large
specific-heat anomaly at 3.5 K~see below! we can rule out
that the kink inr(T) arises from minute amounts of eleme
tal In ~superconducting transition at 3.4 K!. Rather, we at-
tribute it to the freezing of spin-order scattering because
magnetic order setting in at 3.5 K.

Figure 3 shows magnetization data taken in differe
fields plotted asM /B vsT. A sharp kink at 3.6 K is observed
in B50.1 T which is rounded and shifted to lowerT asB

FIG. 1. Observed and calculated x-ray diffraction pattern
Ce2Au2In (u22u powder method!. Calculation assumes th
Mo2FeB2 structure.
335 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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increases, suggesting the onset of antiferromagnetic o
Throughout this paper the units of magnetizationmB /T are
for one Ce atom. We take max@d(xT)/dT# as the Ne´el tem-
peratureTN53.5 K. No feature is resolved inB53 T. The
rounding might be attributed to averaging over crystal
directions in our polycrystalline samples. The inset of Fig
shows the dc susceptibility measured in 1 mT with a SQU
magnetometer. The data aboveTN follow quite nicely a
Curie-Weiss law with an effective momentmeff51.8mB and
a Curie-Weiss temperatureu521 K. The reduction ofmeff
with respect to the Ce13 free-ion value found above 50 K
~Ref. 4! is attributed to the crystal field. In the wholeT range
investigated no difference was seen between the zero-fi
cooled and field-cooled susceptibility. We also measu
magnetization curvesM (B) at 0.3 K and 3 K. Figure 4
shows theM vs B data, with the inset of Fig. 4 depictin
dM/dB. The steplike feature inM vsB for T50.3 K, i.e., a

FIG. 2. Electrical resistivityr vs temperatureT of Ce2Au2In
between 2 K and 300 K~main frame! and in the low-T range be-
tween 30 mK and 10 K~inset!. Here the symbols denote the me
surements in the4He cryostat above 2 K and the solid line indicat
the data measured in the dilution refrigerator, both in zero magn
fields. The dashed line denotes low-T data measured in 7 T.

FIG. 3. MagnetizationM divided by applied magnetic fieldB of
Ce2Au2In vs temperatureT for different fieldsB. Inset shows the
susceptibility measured forB 5 1 mT with a SQUID magnetomete
up to 30 K, together with a Curie-Weiss fit.
er.

ld-
d

sharp maximum indM/dB, indicates the transition from the
antiferromagnetic to the paramagnetic phase. A maximum
dM/dB is still visible at 3 K, as has been found before
1.7 K.4

Figure 5 shows the specific heatC between 50 mK and
10 K. Throughout this paper 1 mol corresponds to 1 mol
Ce atoms or, equivalently, 1/2 formula units. The very sh
maximum atTN53.5 K in zero magnetic field is in very
good agreement withTN determined from the magnetizatio
and supports the notion of a magnetic phase transition~a
superconducting transition of possible In precipitatio
would be invisible on this plot!. The sharp zero-field transi
tion widens and shifts to lowerT in a magnetic field of 1.5 T.
Actually, two transitions are suggestive through the wide a
clearly nonmonotonic slope of the specific heat just abo
the maximum. For 3 T, three rather sharp features are
served and for 6 T, only one transition at 2.5 K is see
These results differ somewhat from the specific-heat stud
Hauseret al.5 where only one maximum was observed f
fields up to 3 T, and none above 2.4 K for 6 T. The obvio
explanation for the observation of two features is that

ic

FIG. 4. MagnetizationM of Ce2Au2In vs applied magnetic field
B for temperaturesT50.3 and 3 K. The inset showsdM/dB vs
T.

FIG. 5. Specific heatC of Ce2Au2In vs temperatureT in vari-
ous applied magnetic fieldsB. Inset showsC/T vs T2 at high tem-
peratures.
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56 337LOW-TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES AND MAGNETIC . . .
observe transitions of differently oriented grains of our po
crystal with respect to the field direction, similar to the ca
of the magnetization. However, the specific heat picks a
the hard directions for whichTN does not decrease quickl
with increasing field. This is different from the magnetiz
tion where grains with their easy direction parallel to t
field contribute much stronger toM than those with the hard
direction parallel toB, at least in the paramagnetic state. T
magnetic phase diagram of Ce2Au2In ~presumably for the
easy direction! is shown in Fig. 6. It exhibits the ‘‘typical’’
mean-field-like phase line between antiferromagnetic
paramagnetic state.

It is interesting to note that even for this polycrystallin
alloy a rather narrow ‘‘crossing region’’ where all theC/T
curves for different fields cross each other is found. T
universal crossing has been recently related to other ther
dynamic properties of magnetic materials.7

The inset of Fig. 5 shows the data between 10 K and 1
plotted asC/T vsT2. From the slopeb51.39 mJ/mol K4 we
infer a Debye temperatureuD of 151 K. The value ofb ~and
uD) is an upper~lower! bound because crystal-field excit
tions may also contribute toC in this T range. Furthermore
the data above 15 K show negative deviations from theT3

dependence due to onset of phonon dispersion. The Som
feld coefficient for this high-T region is rather low,
gHT5(2865) mJ/mol K2. However, we cannot exclud
that the rise ofC with decreasingT in the range just above
TN arises from the Kondo effect with a Kondo temperatu
of a few K. The intervening antiferromagnetic transition pr
vents a definite conclusion. Figure 7 shows the specific h
C(T) as measured between 50 mK and 30 K on a log-
scale to highlight the low-T data. At lowestT, a bNT

22

dependence is observed which presumably arises from
quadrupolar splitting of In nuclei with noncubic site symm
try. The inset shows the data below 0.4 K plotted asCT2 vs
T3 where the slope yieldsgLT537 mJ/mol K2. This small
gLT value is of the same order asgHT . Above;0.4 K, C
increases more rapidly than linearly. In the whole region
to 1.5 K the data can be described byC5bNT

22

1gLTT1bMT
3exp(2DE/kBT) with bN50.38 mJ K/mol,

FIG. 6. Magnetic phase diagram of Ce2Au2In, presumably for
B along the easy direction, as determined from magnetizationM
and specific heatC. The inset displays the pressure dependence
M /B aroundTN .
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bM50.95 J/mol K4 and DE/kB51.56 K. The latter term i
expected for an anisotropic antiferromagnet.

There is no indication for a strong Kondo effect in th
presence of antiferromagnetic order in Ce2Au2In. First, the
total entropy associated with the specific-heat anomaly
TN ~acquired between 0.4 K and 7 K to incorporate sho
range-order effects aboveTN) is ;90% ofR ln 2. Second,
there is no evidence for a sizable linear specific-heat te
gLTT. Third, the magnetization at 0.3 K reaches 1.05mB in
6 T which is not too far away from the effective mome
meff51.8mB determined from the Curie-Weiss fit~inset of
Fig. 3!.

Finally, the inset of Fig. 6 shows the pressure depende
of x in the vicinity of TN . For the measurement in 8.5 kba
the sample was inserted into a standard CuBe pressure
with a methanol/ethanol mixture as pressure-transmitt
medium. The magnetic signal of the empty cell was det
mined in a separate run and substracted from the data.
pressure was obtained by measuring simultaneously the
perconducting transition of two small Pb samples inside a
outside of the cell. The antiferromagnetic transition f
8.5 kbar is rather broad possibly due to nonhydrostatic p
sure. Nevertheless a clear downward shift ofTN is observed,
similar in magnitude to the observation of Hauseret al.5

from resistivity measurements under pressure.

B. Ce2Cu2In

Figure 8 shows the electrical resistivityr(T) of
Ce2Cu2In. Overall similar behavior tor(T) of Ce2Au2In is
found, with a shoulder at 100 K and a rather sharp kink
5 K, signaling crystal-field excitations and magnetic ord
respectively. These findings again correspond to ear
reports.4,5 The magnetization data are shown in Fig. 8. Figu
9 shows the dc susceptibility measured up to 40 K. The d
above TN can be described by a Curie-Weiss fit wi
meff51.95mB and u511.8 K. The positive sign ofu sug-
gests strong antiferromagnetic interactions, in line with
larger Néel temperatureTN54.7 K @again as determined
from d(xT)/dT# compared to that of Ce2Au2In. The coin-

f

FIG. 7. Specific heatC vs temperatureT of Ce2Au2In on a
log-log plot. Solid line is a fit of
C5bNT

221gLTT1bMT
3exp(2DE/kBT) to the data. The inse

showsCT2 vs T3 to determinebN andgLT .
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338 56S. MOCK, A. FAISST, AND H. v. LÖHNEYSEN
cidence of a smaller unit-cell volume with largerTN again
suggests that there is only a weak Kondo effect in this c
of materials. The effective exchange interaction betweenf
electrons and conduction electronsJ is rather small, i.e., the
Ce moments are quite stable, and any decrease in the la
constants leads to an increase ofJ and thus favors the RKKY
amplitudeJ2N(Ef) whereN(Ef) is the density of states a
the Fermi level, over the exponentially small Kondo effe
Nevertheless, the increase ofr(T) aboveTN towards low
T may be due to the Kondo effect as suggested before.4 Also
shown in Fig. 9 is the dc magnetization as measured
B50.1 T down to;0.1 K which is in reasonably agreeme
(;10%) with the SQUID data in the region of overlap. Th
inset showsM (B) measured at 0.3 K indicating the trans
tion from antiferromagnetic to paramagnetic state, much
in Ce2Au2In ~cf. Fig. 4! although in Ce2Cu2In the transition
is much wider and exhibits some fine-structure.

Figure 10 shows the specific heat of Ce2Cu2In. Here a
strong difference between annealed and unannealed sam
is observed. The latter shows two distinct features, i.e
kink at 5.6 K and a maximum at 4.6 K, signaling a ‘‘doub
transition’’ as already observed by Hauseret al.5 These au-

FIG. 8. Electrical resistivityr vs temperatureT of Ce2Cu2In.
The inset shows the data between 1.5 and 20 K on an expa
scale.

FIG. 9.M /B of Ce2Cu2In vsT as measured in 0.1 T and 1 mT
The inset shows the magnetization curveM (B) at 0.3 K.
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thors do not report on the sample treatment. For the anne
sample, the maximum has shifted upward to 4.9 K and
kink has almost disappeared. In 6 T, only a broad maxim
located around 4.5 K remains. Due to the relatively hi
TN a reliable determination ofgHT from a C/T vs T2 plot
was not possible.

C. Ce2Pt2In

The electrical resistivityr(T) of Ce2Pt2In is shown in
Fig. 11. We observe no low-T feature which might indicate a
magnetic-phase transition, but the crystal-field rela
anomaly is still present. It is actually shifted to somewh
lower temperatures compared to the other two homologu
The resistivity at 300 K is rather low compared to the oth
homologues and also to the previous reports.4,5 The inset
shows the low-T data. As noted before,4 r(T) does not fol-
low a T2 dependence. Figure 12 shows the magnetiza
divided by the applied field,M /B, for B50.1 T in the region
up to 7 K. x as measured in 1 mT up to 30 K yield
meff50.94mB and u521 K from a Curie-Weiss fit~not
shown!. No indication of magnetic order is seen above 1

ed
FIG. 10. Specific heatC of Ce2Cu2In vs temperatureT of an

as-prepared sample forB50 and of the same sample after anne
ing for B50 and 6 T.

FIG. 11. Electrical resistivityr vs T of Ce2Pt2In. The inset
shows the low-T data.
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56 339LOW-TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES AND MAGNETIC . . .
as already pointed out previously by Hauseret al.5 However,
a quite unusual behavior is observed in the low-tempera
magnetization. Figure 13 showsM /B in the region below
1 K in detail. M /B is seen to split into zero-field-coole
~ZFC! and field-cooled~FC! branches as indicative of a sp
glass, with a maximum in the ZFC curve and a continuo
increase of the FC curve towards lower temperatures.
splitting occurs at lowerT for higher fields. The ac suscep
tibility xac shows a maximum atT50.55 K. What is unusual
however, is that FC and ZFCM /B curves in small fields~1
and 10 mT! differ even well above the ‘‘freezing tempera
ture’’ @taken as the maximum ofMZFC(T)]. In concordance
with this finding is the strongly nonlinear behavior ofM /B
even for small fields and temperatures up to 1 K~cf. Fig. 13!.
The inset of Fig. 12 showsMZFC(B) measured at 0.15 K

FIG. 12. M /B of Ce2Pt2In vs T for applied magnetic field
B50.1 T after zero-field cooling~ZFC! and field cooling~FC!. The
inset shows the magnetization curveMZFC(B) at 0.15 K.
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Surprisingly,M attains only 0.13mB in 2 T. In view of this
unusual behavior, the rather large linear specific-heat t
g;0.5 J/mol K2 inferred from the data above 1 K~Ref. 5!
might be attributed to the spin-glass properties of Ce2Pt2In
and probably is not a manifestation of a Kondo-lattice eff
in terms of heavy quasiparticles.
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FIG. 13.M /B of Ce2Pt2In vsT in the temperature range below
1 K, showing the difference between field-cooled~open symbols!
and zero-field-cooled~closed symbols! magnetization in different
fields. The inset shows the ac susceptibility measured
B;1025 T.
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